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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Study 
Interest in the control ~nd prevention of delinquency 
hns been reflected in the concentrated efforts o~ many fields 
in ':>he past few years. One of these approaches i1 the field 
of social work has been the street corner-grou.p v1ork ntethod 
of working with delinquent gangs. 1 The corns l"-group Horker 
has at his disposal the means to bring about change in the 
behavior of individuals in the corner-group. "As in all 
social work practice, the most essential element of [Corner-
group v10ry method is the use of a consciously developed 
mutual relationship betvreen worker and client as a tool in 
developing ne•-r insights, attitudes, and behavior patterns. " 2 
The •·JOrker' s role and function L"l relation to the corner-
:;roup is therefor>e a critical factor in determining the 
success or failure of such an approach. 
Because corner-group •10rk is barely beyond the explor-
ator·.c stages, validated inforr1ation relating to the various 
-----· 
1?or defini t;ion of the corner-group work approach 
see page 23. 
2Davirl II. Austin, •·:vorking with Groups and Indivi-
duals in Groups in the Roxbury Area - Tech:1iques, ;.;ethods 
and Skills". Work Hi th Grouns in a :•Iet:r:£,~oli t€;:J_"Inner-
Git~ Problem Area, p. 18. 
1 
~.-
aspects of such an approach is essential to those agencies 
considering the hiring and training of corner-group workers. 
This research is directed toward facilitating the under-
standing of the role and functions of a professionally trained' 
social worker within the specialization of corner-group work. 
It is the purpose of this study to examine, describe, 
and compare the functions of two corner-group workers1 a 
female social worker working with a girls' corner-gro~p and 
a male social worker working with a boys' corner-group. 
This topic is related to the research goals of the Special 
Youth Program,3 the agency from which the data have been 
drawn and within whose frame-work the research design has 
been fashioned. 
The Focus of Concern 
In an effort to conceptualize the corner-group 1-rork 
process, the problem of defining the worker's role and 
function is paramount. One cannot rely on formulations of 
group work process and worker function in a traditional group 
work sense. Corner-group work, while retaining the basic 
values of all social work, differs in its non-agency or decen- •· 
tralized program, its less structured, more spontaneous acti-
3For description of the Special Youth Progra.m see p. 5.' 
! 
il 
2 
" 
vity pattern, and its demands for •multiple, varied, and L~-
t • . 4.5 ansa serv~ce. 
In an attempt toward clarifying and defining the 
corner-group work method, the following questions are asked: 
1. What are the ftmctions of a corner-group worker 
in his efforts to bring about behavioral change? 
2. Do these ftmctions change as the relationship 
patterns between worker and group change? 
3. What differences and similarities exist between 
the functions of a male corner-group worker 
working with a group of boys and a female corner-
group worker working with a girls' group? 
It is hoped that the design of this study will prove 
to be of use to those engaged in similar research and that, 
from the findings of this study, some hypotheses will be 
forthcoming which will serve as a basis for further research. 
The Cultural Setting 
The groups to be studied live in a densely populated 
area called Roxbury, •an inner-city district of Boston, with 
4Barry H. Freeman, •Techniques of a Worker flith a 
Corner Group of Boys,• p.2. 
5David H. Austin, "Findings of the Special Youth 
Program with Implications for Settlements,• p.5. 
3 
:r 
:! 
i! 
6 
a population of 113,000 people.• It is a lower income 
residential area, within which are located several concen-
trations of stores and light industries. "The area is in a 
state of racial and economic transition with people moving 
in from more depressed areas nearer the center of the city 
and others moving out into adjacent suburbs.• 7 This highly 
mobile population is seen as a cause for the inter-ethnic 
group conflicts which began to reflect in the irtcreasing anti-, 
social behavior of various teen-age groups between 1950 and 
1953. Some delinquent acts of these lo1ver-class teen-agers 
appear •as behavior in active conformity with fundamental 
8 
cultural values of their 01Vn community,• and as such, are 
in part a reflection of adult and co~mm1ity attitudes, Ln 
many cases biased attitudes toward groups of other ethnic 
origin. 
It should be noted that the Lnter-group co~flicts in 
Roxbury never reached the intensity and seriousness of the 
gang wars in New York City. Neither is there the narcotics 
problem which is so much a part of g~,g life in other cities 
6
walter B. Miller, •The Culture of the Roxbury 
Community," Work with Grou s in a He tro oli tan 111 Inner-Ci t 
Problem Area7 p •• 
7Barry H. Freeman, op.cit. p.4. 
8 Walter B. Hiller, op.cit. p.4. 
:: 
' 
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• 
such as New York and Los Angeles.9 
The Agency Setting 
The Special Youth Program was established in April, 
1954, on the recommendation of the Greater Boston Council for 
Youth, a special committee of the Recreation, Informal Educa-
tion, and Group Work Division of the United Community Services 
of Boston. 
Aroused public opinion was primarily responsible 
for setting into motion the forces that led to 
the establishment of the Special Youth Program. 
The murder of a rabbi allegedly by a gang of 
Negro boys dramatically called attenrcon to 
juvenile gang activity in LffoxburyJ. 
The program of direct service to the community ended in June, 
1957, although research directed at evaluating the program is 
still being carried on at the present time (April, 1958), 
with a view toward providing the necessary information for 
continuation and extension of services by other community 
agencies in Roxbury and Greater Boston. It is expected that 
the results of the research of the Special Youth Program will 
have far reaching implications for similar programs dealing 
with the difficult to reach and chronic social problems in 
9 Robert c. Hendrickson, and Fred J. Cook, Youth in 
Danger, pp. 165-92. 
10 Walter B. Miller, •The Impact of a Community Group 
Work Program on Delinquent Corner Groups,• The Social Service 
Review, (Dec., 1957) p. 390. 
5 
other sections of the country. 
In addition to the program calling for intensive, 
roaching-out help to adolescent street corner groups, the 
Special Youth Program was directed toward the •hard-core" or 
long-term public welfare casework problems, and, at the 
community organization level, work with the local citizens' 
committee, later called the Roxbury Community Council, to 
facilitate self-help for the community in mustering its 
agency services after termination of the Special Youth Program. 
Of the three direct-service subprograms, the 
most intensive effort was devoted to the work 
with corner groups. During the three years of 
Program operations seven group workers worked in 
four neighborhoods for periods ranging from 
nine months to two and one-half years. All 
workers but one were graduates of schools of 
social work; five of the workers were men and 
two were woman; ages ranged from twenty-five 
to forty. Seven corner group units l£hree were 
Negro and four whi~ were the object of in-
tensive attention, and seven others received less 
intensive or sporadic attention. Workers went to 
their neighborhoods between three and five times 
a week to wor~1diractly with their groups or on their behalf. 
The facilities used by the groups varied. In general, 
attempts were made to help the groups use existing facilities 
such as settlement houses, church gyms, public housing ad-
ministrativa rooms, and schools. However, at least initially 
in the workers• contacts, most of the comer-groups' time 
was spent "hanging-out• on the corner of their choice. 
11 Millar, ibid., p. 392. 
6 
I 
., 
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Traditional Group Work as Related to Corner Group Work 
The corner group work approach grew out of community 
needs for a method which •reached out• to those teen-agers 
who were unable to use the services of traditional group 
work agencies such as the Girl Scouts, YMCA, and settlement 
houses • 
• • • the trend that social work has taken in 
the past fifteen or so years--a trend toward 
what is called socialized psychotherapy or 
psychological counseling--••• puts much 
responsibility on the client end says that 
only those who want and can use the type of 
service the agency offers are acceptable for 
the service. In group work, Lthis philosophy 
of hel£7 often means that only the most con-
forming b~!s and girls participate in the 
programs. 
Although his study was basically a social anthropo-
logical one, William F. Whyte's reported experiences in 
Cornerville13 brought the phenomena of corner-group life 
to the attention of social work. Thrasher, Shaw, and Cohen 
have been pioneers in contributing to the theoretical and 
dynamic aspects of gang activity and delinquency throughout 
II 
the history of social work's interest in street corner groups. : 
I 
Thrasher's emphasis was on the importance of peer relation-
ships in the natural maturation process of all teen-agers and 
the status and acceptance which individuals gain from parti-
of the 
ii Youth 
I! 
12Ralph W. Whelan, •Philosophy and Development 
Bos.rd Program•, Reaching the Unreached, p.5. 
li t I 
I' ,,
l3William F. Whyte, Street Corner Society. 
7 
:: 
cipation in gang activities.14 Shaw, in the Chicago Area Pro-
ject, worked through community leadership to provide positive 
and meaningful relationships for street corner groups. 15 
Cohen's research on delinquency dealt with class values in 
relation to attitudes and activities of teen-age boys.l6 The 
Los Angeles Youth Project (1943), the Central Harlem Street 
Clubs Project in New York City (1947), later work in New York 
under the Hew York City Youth Board, and similar experimental 
and research projects in Cleveland, Chicago, and Detroit to 
name only a few, served as precedents for the Roxbury Special 
Youth Program.1 7 
The corner-group work method is consistent with basic 
social work principles, though the inherent flexibility within 
the bounds of these principles must at times be utilized. For 
example, social •rork holds high the value of maintaining 
confidentiality between client and 1mrker. For the sake of 
community protection this confidentiality of the relationship 
betHeen the street corner worker and group member is main-
l4Frederick M. Thrasher, The Gang. 
l5Clifford R. Shaw, •Methods Accomplishments and 
Problems of the Chicago Area Project', (mimeographed). 
16 the Albert K. Cohen, Delinquent Boys, The Culture of 
Gang. -, 
1 7For details of these and other efforts to work with 
street corner clubs, see Freeman, .2£.cit., pp. 12-15. 
" 
8 
,, 
•; tained; yet local police authorities are "currently informed 
LOY the group workei( of pending or actual gang conflicts.•l8 
:• Konopka lists ten guidelines of the generic group work method. 
It will prove helpful to the reader to assess and equate the 
street corner group work process and traditional group work 
in terms of these guidelines: 
1. The function of the social group worker is 
a helping or enabling function: This means 
that his goal is to help the members of the 
group and the group as a whole to move 
toward greater independence and capacity 
for self-help. 
2. In determining his way of helping, the group 
worker uses the scientific method; fact-
finding (observation), analyzing, diagnosis 
in relation to the individual, the group and 
the social environment. 
3. The group work method includes the worker 
forming purposeful relationships to group 
members and the group: This includes a 
conscious focusing on the needs of the 
members, on the purpose of the group as 
expressed by the members, as expected by 
the sponsoring agency and as implied in 
the members• behavior. It is differen-
tiated from a casual unfocused relationship. 
4. One of the main tools in achieving such a 
relationship is the conscious use of self. 
This includes self-knowledge and discipline 
in relationships without the loss of warmth 
and spontaneity. 
5. There should be acceptance of people without 
accepting all their behavior: This involves 
the capacity for •empathyR as well as the 
incorporation of societal demands. It is 
18James E. !1cCarthy and Joseph s. Barbaro, •Re-
i Directing Teen-Age Gangs•, Reaching the Unreached, p. 105. 
~ I 
il 
:\ 
'j 
9 
' q 
H 
the part of the method that is most closely 
intertwined with a high flexibility and 
abundance of warmth in the social group 
worker as well as identification with 
values and knowledge. 
6. Starting where the group is: The capacity 
to let groups develop from their own 
point of departure, of capacity, without 
immediately imposing outside demands. 
?. The constructive use of limitations: 
Limitations must be used judiciously in 
relation to individual and group needs 
and agency function. The forms will 
vary greatly. The group worker will 
mainly use himself, program materials, 
interaction of the group and awakening 
of insight in the group members. 
8. Individualization: It is one of the 
specifics of the group work method that 
the individual is not lost in the whole, 
but that he is helped to feel as a unique 
person who can contribute to the whole. 
9. Use of the interacting process: The capa-
city to help balance the group, to allow 
for conflict when necessary and to 
prevent it when harmful; the help given 
to the isolate not only through indi-
vidual attention by the group worker 
alone but also by relating him to other 
members. 
10. The understanding and conscious use of 
nonverbal as well as verbal material: 
I especially put nonverbal material 
first, since the group worker deals a 
great deal with this, especially in 
work with children. His capacity to 
use program materials, which do not 
demand verbal expression and f~t are 
helpful, should be very wide. 
,
1 
19Gisela Konopka, •The Generic and the Specific in 
!I Group liork Practice in the Psychiatric Setting• • Group Work 
II in the Psychiatric Setting, pp. 21-2. 
ii 
+ i! 
.; 
' 
' ,, 
.: 
10 
' !: 
il ,, 
!·! 
~ ,, 
In quoting 11is s Konopka at such length, it is this research-
er's purpose to indicate to the reader that those sruue es-
sential parts of the generic group work method are the very 
heart of corner-group work. Corner-group work differs from 
traditional group work only in such ways as are superimposed 
by the environment and the nature of the client. The under-
lying essentials of social group work practice remain un-
changed. 
11 
" 
CHAPTER II 
l'illTHOD OF STUDY 
The Sample 
The girls' group chosen in order to study the role 
functions of the female corner-group worker was the "Spark-
attes" and the boys' group selected was the "Honarchs". Both 
the "sparkettes" and the "Nonarchs" represented fairly typical 
working-class street-comer groups for whom occasional acts 
of theft, truancy, gfu~g fighting, and vandalism represent 
fairly normal and expected behavior.•1 
The "Sparkettes" was chosen partly because it is a 
girls' group which continued for a long enough period of time 
to reflect the worker's influence. Further rationale for 
using this group, rather than the other :'eClala coroner-group 
worked with under the Spacial Youth Project, include this 
researcher's familiarity with the neighborhood wherein the 
"Sparkattes" live, and the reality of the availability of 
processed data which was not completed on the other girls' 
group at the time of this study. 
The VTorker's recorded contact with the corner-group 
began in mid-October, 1954, and continued until mid-JI~ay, 1957. 
The records used in this study include that period of thirty 
\lalter B. }Tiller, "The Impact of a Community Group 
\rlork Program on Delinquent Corner Groups", The Social Service 
:i Review, (Dec., 1957), p.392. 
'I 
l! 
:i 
I< 
' 
' 
' ' 
12 
:I ,, 
ij 
!I li 
!I months, although at times, the worker's recordine; Has scanty 
'i'i and incomplete. 2 It is interesting that the vrorker even 
,, 
!J continued sporadic and intermittent contact with some of the 
'!. 
group members after her work •rith the group was terminated 
and the VJorker had moved to another city. 
Nine Irish Catholic white girls comprise the 
"sparkettes". Five of these girls regularly congregated at 
Joe's Variety Store on the corner of Haple and Orchard Streets, 
the corner-group's "hang-out•, and the other four were "fringe" 
members of the group who seldom or infrequently congregated 
on the corner. They ranged in age from fourteen to sixteen 
and, at the time of the worker's initial contact, were loosely 
1' affiliated with a group of boys called the "Sparks" \vho were 
fourteen to nineteen years of age.3 
The •sparkettes" were originally •called to the 
attention of the Special Youth Program because of their 
behavior during the previous summer" when staff members from 
a nearby settlement house noticed them "loitering in door-
smoking, and breaking windoVJs •• 
• • Several of the 
girls were truanting from school and doing poorly academi-
., 2 See p. 26 for frequency of recorded Horker contacts. 
3~1is information was obtained from the face sheet 
of the recorded material at the Special Youth Program Office. 
13 
il 
ii 
,, 
cally.•4 
For about a month the worker (hereafter called Joyce) 
"hung-out" in the neighborhood becoming acquainted with the 
area and giving the residents of the neighborhood a chance to 
become accustomed to her presence. During this initial phase 
of her work, Joyce's •role was that of a stranger, but a 
stranger that persisted in coming back to the neighborhood."5 
On October 21, 1954, Joyce •made contact• with some of the 
group members and their boy-friends by sharing a bag of potato; 
' 
chips with them, thereby providing the entree to all her 
future work with the corner-group. 
A great deal of Joyce 1 s time was spent in work not 
involving the entire group. Hany individual contacts were 
made, both with group members and with people who were in-
volved in the girls' lives outside the group, such as teachers i 
at school and parents. The girls' corner-group 
seldom had ~ny long history of a stable 
structure. • • • It tended to break down 
into a series of small cliques. Internal 
rivalries within the group for leadership 
and over boys were more important than tge 
forces holding the large group together. 
Dr. Hiller noted that •the girls' worker became progressively 
4special Youth Program, "Group Case History Number II; 
Donna G." 
5David H. Austin, "lvorking with Groups and Individuals:: 
in Groups in the Roxbury Area - Techniques, Hethods and Skills,. 
Work with Groups in a l!etropoli tan"Inner-City" Problem Area, 
p.19. 
6Austin,, ibid, p. 19. 
less involved with groups as such and more involved with 
individuals and their families•.? 
The boys' group chosen in order to study male worker-
function was the "I1onarchs•. At first, this group was se-
lected merely to furnish supplementary data to that collected 
it on the "Sparkettes" for the purpose of comparing male and 
ii 
·I female worker function. In view of the richiless of the data 
·' il 
'! after preliminary analysis, it was decided that a thorough 
:; 
., 
!I 
,, 
descriptive comparison of the two groups would yield more 
valuable results than the original plan of concentrating 
primarily on the girls' group. This particular boys• group 
was chosen for analysis due to the full recording done by 
the "Monarchs•" worker (hereafter called Al) and the extent 
to which the process records had been coded and filed. 
Al 1 s contact with the •r-'Ionarchs" began in July, 1954, 
". and terminated in July, 1956. The "J{onarchs" were only a 
sub-segment of a larger corner group which •hung-out• on the 
:\ 
corner of Jackson and Oak Streets. Of the twenty-four Negro 
boys who belonged to the "J·!onarchs•, twelve were regularly 
'i or frequently to be found on the corner. }lost of the boys 
I 
attended high school and a few entered college. They ranged 
in age from fifteen to eighteen. The •Honarchs• were affi-
' :i liated with the •silhouettes", a Negro girls' corner-group, 
i! 
il 
!J ?walter B. Miller, "The Impact of a Co!1ll1lunity 
1
,1 Work Program on Delinquent Corner Groups•, The Social 
~-Heview, (Dec., 1957), P• 392. 
ll !j 
i' 
Group 
Service 
ages fifteen to seven tc~en, be inc >vorked Hi th by a female 
" corner-gro•-<p Harker from the Special Youth Proe;ra;n. J 
The "Honarchsl" interest in athletics gave Al the 
initial opportunity of offering his help to the group. Bas-
ketball, baseball, and football teams were formed, facil-
i ties for pla:•ing were secured, and games Hi th other croups 
;vere scheduled. ..-.vorkers "i th boys 1 croups devoted consid-
erable effort to encouraging and facilitating participation 
in organized athletics. • • • In most instances an organ-
ized club was formed to facilitate team athletics.•9 Using 
such a club structure, Al lvorked with the "l!onarchs" in an 
effort to bri..ng about behavioral change in the group nembel's. 
1-Ia tching a girls 1 and a boys 1 group in terms of all 
variables except sex and 1wrker Hould be 'che ideal first 
step in a study of this type. Due to the nature of the 
available data, little matching of groups \vas possible. 
r;evertheless, this researcher feels that a descriptive com-
parison of Horker function in the "Honarchs" and "Spar!:-
ettes", regardless of differences bet-.reen the groups, is a 
valid undertaklng.10 
8This information uas obtained from the face sheet 
of the recorded material at the Special Youth Program Office. 
9;valter B. Hiller, "The Impact of a Community Group 
'dork Program on Delinquent Corner Groups", ·:rhe Social Service 
~~. (Dec., 1957), P• 392. 
16 
10
see Table 14, appendix. 
=============~"===~==="==== "-•=•=o---·~~~-o=·=·==----·-· -"1'•==== 
Research Design and Procedure 
The researcher based her approach to deterrn.ining 
worker function primarily on observable, non-interpreted 
behavior of two corner-group workers and their groups, as 
described by those workers in their process records. 
•Behavior• in this system is conceptualized 
as object-oriented activity, that is, activity 
oriented to or carried on in reference to an 
identifiable object of orientation - an ob-
servable or concep!falized entity L~ the world 
outside the actor. 
The raw data (process records) had already been broken 
do1m by the Special Youth Program research staff into three 
major categories: 
1. Group as actor in reference to many areas 
of behavior. 
2. Group as object of community institutions 
(such as church, library, other corner groups, 
police). 
3. Group as object of action by the group uorker. 
,. :r:t is this finll.l category which was the area of concern in 
; this research project. The observable, non-interpreted 
behavior of the worker Hith the corner-group as the object 
, Has examined primarily in terms of the twelve worker functions, 
as defined by the Special Youth Program research staff. 
ii •IJ!hiy listing of 1 functions' is designed primarily to cover 
II !I 
ii 11special Youth Program "Coding llanual", p. 2. 
:; 
j! 
. j,, J 
'I ,,
' 
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the activities of the social worker in reference to group 
members, • 
1. Advising giving advice to, counselling, 
acting as therapist or mentor, 
imparting of moral precepts or 
guides to proper behavior, 
2, Instructing - giving instructions on, im-
partin.g lm01-rledge of spa cific 
skills, techniques (football 
plays, how to conduct meetings, 
etc,), includes instruction by 
example; e,g,, hol" to use eating 
implements. 
3. Transporting - providing tra,•1.sporta tion for, 
driving around in car, taxi-ing or 
chauffeuring from place to place. 
4, Penalizing - penalizing; inflicting penalty 
on, punishing, disciplining, 
scolding; restricting behavior, 
seizing, confining, 
5. }~ediating - serving as mediator; acting as 
umpire or referee; serving as go-
betl.reen, arbitrator between groups, 
parties, in conflict or dispute 
over rules, procedures, issues, 
etc, 
6. Donating - giving material goods to, landing, 
giving money; treating to or paying 
for show, public event, food, 
7. Formulating - formulating general procedure, 
course of action; drawing up 
plans, rosters, schedules, sets 
of directives; providing advance 
arrangements, 
8, Intermediary - serving as an intermediary, 
facilitator, expediter, between 
and/or in behalf of youth group 
members and adults, institutions, 
12special Youth Prograxn, "Coding Hanual", 
13 
officials, such as school (in re. 
grades, conduct); business 1o~orld 
(in re. jobs, job conduct); court 
(in re. illegal behavior, etc.) 
(Distinguished from mediating a) 
mediator generally involYes face 
to face relations between groups 
or group and on-the-spot adult; 
b) generally inYolves resolution 
of, decision of issue where in-
volved parties are of approximately 
equal status) 
9. Protecting - providing physical protection for, 
shielding from physical danger, 
caring for when incapacitated 
(drunk, injured, etc.). 
10. Directing - directing the conduct of ongoing 
collective activity by givL~g 
orders, commands, requests, signals 
(use only for collecting activity 
regulation). 
11. Facilitating - general facilitation, aid, 
assistance, where precise form is 
not covered by above categories. 
12. Interpreting13 - concerning interpretation 
and carrying out of general social 
worl:er 1 s functions, may incor-
porate all pr most of the above 
functions .111-
The frequency of occurrence of these various functions 
was noted over the duration of the groups•· recorded existence. 
In conjunction with use of the actual proc.ess records, a 
breakdown of the workers' relationship to the groups was made. 
-----------
13Designated as "functions• in the Special Youth 
Program research. Renamed here for purposes of clarity. 
i! 111-special Youth Progra.'ll, "Coding Manual", Section 
n titled "Institution, Role, Function". 
jl ~c 
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This researcher chose to use the following definition of 
three phases of Pelation ship: 
Phase 1. Overcoming distrust and gaining accept-
ance. 
Phase 2. l"ocus on stimulating change in attitudes 
and behavior. 
Phase 3. Successful closing of relations.l5 
The first phase of the relationship ;-Jill be called the es-
tablishinc; phase; the second Hill be desie;nated as the 
maintaining phase; and the final phase Hill be called the 
terminating phase of the relationship. 
Although the p1•oblem of dealing :-Ji th differietc; 
total time elements for each group vrill be discussed in 
Chapter III, it is necessary to point out here that the 
"Sparkettes" were worked with by Joyce six months longer 
than Al Harked with the "Eonarchs". By reading the pPocess 
records it vras possible to break down the tiClle 'lhich the 
worker Horked ~vi th each group in to fairly compara "!:lle seg-
ments. 'rhe follmving table illustrates the similaPities 
and differences betHeen the tHo vrorkers' total time spent 
Harking '.Ji th the eroups and the nUlllber of months as sic;ned 
by this researcher to each of the phases of relationship. 
15Paul L. Crawford, Daniel I. i!alamud, and James 
R. Dumpson, Working With Teen-Age Gangs, p. 127. 
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TABLE 1 
LENGTH IN" HONTHS OF EACH PHASE OF WORKERS' RELATIOHSHIPS TO 
GROUPS 
1st Phase 2nd Phase Jrd l'hase Total 
(establishing) (maintaining) (terminating) 
Sparkettes 9! 11 9! 30 
Honarchs 8! 8 7! 24 
The number of times each worker-function occurred 
during the three periods of relationship was compared to 
determine whether functions change as the relationship 
patterns between worker and group change. Throughout the 
analysis comparisons were made between the two workers, 
focusing on the similarities and differences in worker 
function. 
Limitations and Scope 
One of the main limitations of a study such as this 
lies in trying to generalize from the study of only two group 
records in such a way that the findings may be called valid 
or significant when applied to other groups and group workers. 
The functions of two parl;icular workers with two particular 
comer-groups cannot be generalized so as to apply to all 
ii workers with all corner-groups. 
1: 
li 
i! 
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A certain a~ount of necessary subjectivity on this 
researcher's part is, L~ a study of this sort, to be expected. 
However, due to the refined nature of the data, two other 
subjective influences may be present in the final results; 
the corner group workers who, despite their professional 
training and desire for objectivity, could not help being 
somewhat subjective in the writing of their records; &!d 
the research assistants who coded and otherwise processed 
the records. While the:r worlred in as objective a system as 
is possible, they nevertheless had to make subjective cate-
gorical judgments. There was no actual test of judgment 
". l'eliability made on the coding consistency of the research 
,lili 
ij .. 
(\ 
'! 
staff. However, there are three processes l>hich lend a high 
degree of reliability to the manner of coding as none by the 
research staff at the Special Youth Program. All coders go 
through &! extensive training at the end of which an indivi-
dual• s coding must prove to be consistent with Dr. :!<!iller• s 
and the trainee's contemporaries. Each completed item is 
checked by at least one other trained coder. If coding errors 
are discovered in later processes of analysis, the item is 
sent back for recoding. 
The two groups were comparable in only a few res-
pects. Of course, this has some influence on the results of 
this research. However, by dealing with percentages of 
various numbers rather than the gross numbers themselves, it 
has been possible to eliminate, at least in part, the in-
', 
' 
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equality of the duration and intensity of service given these 
two groups. 
The reader is once again reminded that this research 
is not a subjective analysis of the quality of the two group 
vl0rkers 1 work with their corner-groups. It is a comparative 
description of their role-functions as seen in the Hark with 
their groups as ch~nges occurred during the three phases of 
relationship: establishing, maintaining, and terminatin0. 
Definitlol• of Terms 
For the purpose of this study, the follmline; terms are .. 
being used 1-lith the definitions given belotv: 
Group Work Process - a general development of a Hell-defined 
set of methods. 
' G'roup Work Hethod - a general set of techniques used in "orkina 
with a group. 
Role - a named position in relation to ~n organized grouping 
(policeman, teacher, social vrorker) • 
Role-Function - (used interchangeably with 1-rorker-function) 
those activities carried on as a part of one's role 
responsibility. 
Corner-Group Work - "a nonmembership, co;T.r.~unity-located pro-
fessional service provided through a single worker who 
works in an environmental situation over which he has 
limited control and who extends service to a group 
:; 
if 
I 
:I 
I; 
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!I 
ij 
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H'ithout prior request from them for service.-.16 
"The job of the social worker is to find ways of 
modifying the values in the group so that modifi-
cations in behavior will result. The worker works 
'I-Ii th the group through program in many dimensions 
to construct the experiences which may result in 
ne1-1 patterns of values.•1 7 
Delinquent Acts - all activity ><hich might involve the parti-
cipants in having legal action brousht against them. 
16David H. Austin, *Goals for Gang \clorkers*, Journal 
of Social Work, (Oct., 1957), P• 43. 
l?David H. Austin, "'florking '<lith Groups and Indivi-
duals in Groups in the Roxbury Area - Techniques, Nethods, 
and Skills" Work with Grou s in a Hetrouolitan "Inner-Citv" 
Pro 
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CHAPTER III 
MALE A_l\fD F'EV!ALE WORKER FUNCTIONS 
Introduction 
In this chapter we shall describe and compare the 
functions of the two workers in three major phases of their 
,i relationships to their groups. The data have been summarized 
in tables found throughout this chapter. These data will be 
analyzed in terms of the quantity of occurrence during each 
of the three phases of relationship. In addition, the total 
number of recorded and coded occurrences of each function for 
each worker will be compared in an effort to describe the 
pattern of overall worker function. l'll'e shall consider the 
·! functions of a corner-group worker in his efforts to bring 
:; 
about behavioral change; the changing functions as relation-
il, 
., ship patterns between worker and group change; the differences 
and similarities existing between the functions of a male 
corner-group worker working with a group of boys and a female 
:: corner-group worker working with a girls1 group. :! 
:, 
,, 
!! 
! 
'I 
Analysis of Worker-Functions 
Two factors serve to balance the discrepancy between 
'i i.l the workers 1 duration of service. Although Joyce worked 
!j 
il the "Monarchs" for only twenty-four months, Al had more fre-
~ quent group contacts and did more thorough recording. Al 
" 
with the "Sparkettes" for thirty months and Al 1<1orked with 
25 
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recorded a total of 363 group contacts while Joyce recorded 
224 group contacts. Al' s recording of those 363 contacts 
totaled 569 pages while Joyce's recording of her 224 group 
contacts totaled 423 pages. 
:l 
In view of the much greater amount of recorded contact : 
•rhich Al had •v-ith the "Nonarchs", it is important to note that,· 
regardless of this difference between frequencies of lvorker 
contact, the total number of worker functions for both groups 
,, was almost the same. During her 224 contacts Joyce performed 
i ~ 
'' 477 worker functions which were recorded and coded, while in 
1! 
Al' s 363 group contacts, 486 worker functions were found. The 
I greater proportion of functions to duration of service evident 
in Al 1 s work with the "Nonarchs• (20.25 functions per month as 
compared to Joyce's 15.9 functions per month) can be attri-
buted to Al's greater frequency of contact and his more com-
,: ple te recording. 
i) 
i' 
TABLE 2 
QUANTITY OF 1-IORKER FUUCTIONS THROUGHOUT THE THREE PHASES OF 
RELATIONSHIP 
Group lst Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Total 
(Establishing) (Maintaining) (Terminating) 
Sparkettes 187 174 116 477 
11onarchs 153 215 ll8 486 
As Joyce's work with the •sparkettes" continued, she 
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performed fewer functions, Al, however, recorded a :;reater 
number of functions during the second phase of his work with 
the ":Honarchs• and then fell to almost the same level as Joyce 
during the terminating phase of his relationship Hith the 
group, It would appear that termination in both groups was 
worked toward in terms of helping the group "to test and 
strengthen confidence in their own capacity for self-direction 
by gradually reducing lthei£7 contacts and by playing a pro-
gressively less prominent role in club affairs.•1 
The next question to be examL~ed is the extent to 
Hhich the two workers utilized each of the twelve functions 
during their work with the groups, 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF \VORKER F'UUCTIONS 
Function Frequency of Use 
Sparkettes Honarchs 
Advising 155 74 
In termediar:Y 78 137 
Transporting 49 67 
"'unctioning 45 22 
Donating 45 80 
Facilitating 30 ii Formulating 27 
Instructing 16 15 
Penalizing 16 5 
Protecting 8 12 
Directing 7 17 
~·!edia ting 1 rif; Totals m 
.,.•rounding-off" error 
Percent of Total 
Sparkettes Honarchs 
32.5 15.2 
16,)~ 28.9 
10.3 13.8 
9 .1~ 
9.4 t·5 1 .5 
6.3 7.0 
5.7 3.3 
3 .1~ 3.1 
3.1t 1.0 
1.7 2.5 
1.5 3 • .5 
.2 l.'J: 
l00.2o!< ioo. 7'" 
lcraHford, et al,, ou •. cit,, p. 136 
,I 
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The three functions perfOl"Jlled most frequently by each 
worker were: 
Joyce - - Advising ( 32 .5%), In term.ediary ( 16 .4~), Tra.."ls-
porti.'1.g ( 10 .3}b) • 
Al --Intermediary (28.9;0), Donating (16.5;b), and Ad-
vising ( 15.21,). 
The advising and intermediary functions mall:e up almost 
•' half (48.9;~) of Joyce's total worker functions and, thouc;h a 
little less, still nea1•ly half (44.l;b) of Al's total. Al 
acted as a donor more frequently than he did as an advisor, 
.f 
though the difference is slight. Joyce performed her advising 
,) function nearl-y twice as many times as she did the next most 
H f1•equently performed function, interm.ediary. Al, on the other 
., hand, acted as an intermediary a little less than twice the 
•[ 
·I 
number of times he performed an advising function. The types 
of service given to each club by the workers were quite dif-
ferent and are reflected in the statistics of over-all worker 
function. Al' s boys engaged in many athletic events ~vhich 
necessitated arranging for games lfith other teams and for 
gymnasium and playground facilities. Haking these arrange-
ments required that Al serve as the intermediary between the 
" club and other adults in the community. This was also the 
,! 
;j case when he accompanied his boys to court in relation to 
,1 their illegal behavior. In the case of Joyce's work with the 
:i 
ii •sparkettes•, as was previously pointed out, after making the 
il 
,, initial contact with the group, much of her time was spent II ;I 
" 
H :• 
I 
. 
f: 
II 
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with individuG.ls or members of group members' families in an 
advising capacity. Thus the reason for Joyce's performance 
of such a great number of advising functions stems from the 
needs of the client. For example, in some cases where 
previous referral to social agencies of family or group 
members had failed, referral ·c1as accomplished through Joyce• s 
use of the advising and intermediary functions. That is, 
she offered advice to the group members and their families 
about accepting referral and then acted as an intermediary 
in contacting appropriate agencies, such as fa•~1ily services 
and the local settlement houses. 
Transportation was involved in many of the program 
activities of both groups and is easily accounted for with-
out further interpretation. 
•Interpreting• encompasses all those instances when 
the worker endeavored to eJ.."}Jlain his role as a corner-group 
Harker or the general field of social work. It also encor1-
passes the performance of general social worker functions not 
included in any of the other categories. This c"unction is 
important in this respect: the grou:ps, in order to utilize 
fully the services offered by the worker, needed to under-
sta.'1d just 1-rho he was and what he was doing. The comparative-
ly frequent use of this fur::ction indicates the purposeful ef-
fort the l-Jorkers made to have their groups understac'1d the 
scope and limits of a social Horker' s role in their own vmrk 
with groups and in a larger comnnmity sense. It wonld .. seem 
29 
that Joyce 1 s individual contacts 1-Tith group members and their 
families may have some bearing on the fact that she acted in 
this capacity more frequently (9.1-t%) than Al did (4.5;b). 
In considering the donating functions, the reader is 
once again reminded that the researcher's approach is based 
on observable, non-interpreted behavior. Re-emphasis of this 
point is necessary because of the many types of worker be-
havior which might be interpreted as donating or giving, i.e., 
as giving of oneself. Donating in this framework means the 
givLng of material goods by the worker to the group members. 
It is difficult to account for the difference between Al's 
(16.5%) and Joyce's (9.4%l performance of this function • 
.1 The explanation may be found in the kinds of program acti-
vities in which the groups participated. The "Sparkettes" 
i 
!! 
ultimately held their meetLngs in the settlement house and, 
from the very beginning of Joyce's work with them, they met 
in each other's homes. The boys did more "hanging out" at 
the area office and on the corner. It would seem that there 
; might be more opportunity for Al to buy cokes and cigarettes 
and loan money in the "hanging out• activity than there Has 
for Joyce to do the same in the girls' homes. Of course, it 
might simply be that Al 1 s group demanded more "giving to• 
than the "sparkettes•. 
;i Facilitation is intended to mean the giving of aid 
' ~ ! I' or assistance in a way not covered by any of the other func-
1 
I tions. This is a general •catch-all" for "enabling•, a term 
I 
l· 
;i 
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l• 
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often applied to the social worker's role. Both workers 
functioned as facilitators to about the same extent (Al: 7;,~ 
a."ld Joyce: 6 .);'t). The performance of this function is con-
sistent with the combined performance of the advising and 
intermediary functions which, while not synonymous, with 
,, facilitating contain enough mutual elements not to necessi-
tate further comment. 
,, 
The formulating function is one of setting up general 
procedures or deciding on a course of action. It is a posi-
tive sign that the workers did not employ this function very 
frequently since the worker's goal should be that of moving 
2 
the group tm~ard a sreater capacity for self-help. Both 
workers performed the formulating furlCtion to about the same 
extent. This indicates that the workers had a similar philo-
sophy of practice in this respect whether consciously thousht 
out or not, and may have some bearing on their competence as 
group workers. 
It is surprising that the instructing function vms 
1 performed so infrequently. This is especially true consi-
dering that Al 1 s lvork with the "Honarchs" often required team 
coaching. It may be that some of this instruction or coaching 
1
! 
i may have been coded as advising because of the manner in which 
•1 
'I ;; Al imparted his knolfledge. It was noted that when Joyce in-
1! 
il structed the 11Sparkettes• it was in connection with specific 
ii 
il 
il 
i! 
I~ 
2Konopka, op.cit., P• 21. 
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skills, such as showing the girls how to play Scrabble. 
The penalizing, protecting, directing, and mediating 
.! 
i functions l·lere performed so infrequently that they will be 
eliminated from further analysis. This researcher chose to 
eliminate those functions where the combined percentac;es of 
both workers fell below five percent. This does not minimize 
the significance of the workers• lack of performance of these 
four functions. Directing and penalizing both have overtones 
of an authoritarian approach, one not generally in keepins 
;i vlith social 1-rork• s democratic principles. One cannot accept 
deviancy w'ld, at the same time, penalize for it. Neither can 
:: 
one all01v for freedom of choice, if direction by e;i vins orders . 
or commands is employed. It is therefore to the Horlcers' 
credit that use of penalizing and directing Has so infrequent. 
It appears from reading the process records of the h·TO groups 
that protecting and mediating Here not required of the vmrkers 
because of the infrequent conflicts within as Hell as from 
without the groups. 
Correlation Between 'ilorker Function and the 
Three Phases of ~elationshio 
To determine Hhether' functions chanced as relationship 
;j patterns between workers and e;roups chane;ed, a compariso:1 Has 
il 
·! made of the proportion of times each lvorker-furnction occurred 
[i during the three phases of relationship) Because the total 
:i 
" '! 
ii 
'I ~ ,, 3see Table 15, appendix. " 
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'· of recorded functions for each phase :li e:, .... red so sreatl~,.·,· 
and the percentages of each function were L~ direct propor-
tion to the total number of recorded functions, this kind 
of analysi.s is rendered useless. 
A second type of analysis was undertaken to deter-
mine if function performances differed as the relationship 
patterns chane;ed.5 From the total of all functions per-
fo~aed during each phase, the percentage of each function 
was arrived at. For example, out of a total of 187 func-
tions recorded by Joyce durinG the first phase, the advising 
function Has performed fifty-nine times or thirty-two per-
cent of the total. 
TABLE 4 
P'lOPORTIOJS OF HORIGRS 1 TI!c!E SPENT ADVTSING DU:1E:G THREE 
PHASES OF ':lORK IN GROUP 
Group 1st Phase 2nd Phase 
(Establishing) ( Hain taining) 
Sparkettes 32;'b 33;; 
Honarchs 17;'o 15% 
4see Table 2, p. 26. 
5see Table 16, appendix. 
3rd Phase Average 
(Terminating) 
33% 32.5~~ 
14% 15.2S 
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Both Horkers perfor''led the advislng function on very 
similar levels throughout the three phases. This function 
Hould appear' to be an integral part of corner-group Hork 
practice \·lhich remains constant throughout the three phases 
of relationship. It is evident that Joyce utilized the 
advising function more than twice as much as Al did. This 
has been interpreted earlier as a result of Joyce's exten-
sive individual work with the group members and their fami-
lies. The only trend Horth mentioning is that of Al 1 s 
slightly decreased use of the advisinr, function in the 
second and third phase. This decrease is so slight that no 
conclusions can be drawn from the data other than those 
mentioned before regarding the constancy of the uorkers• 
performances of this function. 
TABLE 5 
PROPORTIO;Ts OF 1-JORKERS' TII'iE SPENT AS IN'l'ERHEDIARY DURLTG 
'rHREE P"ASES OF HORK IN GROUP 
Group 1st Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Ave rate 
(EstablishinG) ( J.Tain tain ine;) (·Terminating) 
Sparkettes 18"' /a 1 75"b 14% 16.4% 
Nonarchs 36% 20% 32% 28 .9;& 
Although the percentage of Joyce's intermediary 
function remained about the same 1·1ith a slie;ht decrease in 
34 
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the second ~~d third phases, Al started ~igh in the estab-
lishing phase, dropped sixteen percent in the maintaining 
phase, and once again increased durine; the terminating phase 
to within four percent of the first phase. This is in con-
tradiction with what might be expected. By consulting Table 
16 and comparing the intermediary function >-rith others, one 
observes that during the second phase, Al performed more 
transporting and nearly as many donating functions. This 
researcher feels that some of the explanation for the drop 
in the second phase can be found in the increasing better 
behavior of the boys, necessitating fewer visits to court 
for Al and fe1•er contacts with police and other lau enforc-
ing authorities. 6 This, however, does not account for the 
return to thirty-two percent in the termine.ting phase since 
the delinquency among the "Hona1•chs" increased only .o6;~ 
between the third and fourth quarters. There may be a clue 
to the increase during the third phase in Crawfo1•d' s dis-
cussion of the worker's emphasis in terminatine; his group: 
"If necessary, he should encourage the club to establish or 
maintain relations with other community adults or agencies 
who can take over some of his functions."? This function 
of putting his group in contact with other agencies certainly 
6
see Table 17 for Number of Delinquent Acts Per Indi-
vidual in Each Group Throughout Workers• Contacts With Groups• 
7crawford, et al. op.cit., p. 136-7. 
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is one of acting as an intermediar-y. This is a possible ex-
planation of the increase during termination, but certainly 
not to be taken as conclusive. Since Joyce worked indivi-
dually with her group members through all three phases, it 
is not surprising that, as a part of her individualization, 
the intermediary function was emplo-yed so consistently. 
TABLE 6 
PROPORTIONS OF \-I'ORKERS 1 TIHE SPEHT TRAlTSPORTIHG DURilJG THSEE 
PHASES OF 140RK IN GROlTP 
Group lst Phase 2nd Phase 
(Establishing) (Maintaining) 
3rd Phase 
(Terminating) 
Ave rase 
Sparkettes 2% 18% 12% 10.3% 
Honarchs 3% 22% 13% 13.8% 
The consistency of both workers• performance of the 
transporting function is notable. As was indicated earlier, 
transportation is related directly to the activities of the 
groups. However, the comparativel-y low percentages for 
both groups during the establishing phase demonstrates the 
lack of trust which the workers are confronted with during 
their first phase of work with the groups. To the •spark-
ettes" and 11 J.!onarchs", adults are not generally people you 
can trust and getting into their cars to be driven out of a 
familiar neighborhood can present a threat to teen-agers 
36 
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such as those which Al and Joyce had in their groups. Once 
the relationship is established, and the workers are seen 
as •a different kind of adult", that is, different from 
those adults known in the past experience of the group mem-
bers, then the groups are able to accept rides in their cars 
and go outside the neighborhood, Toward the end of her 
1-1ork with the "Sparkettes", Joyce and her husband took the 
group for a week-end trip to New York, a far cry from the 
group's initial activities of •hanging" on the corner, in 
the nearby park, or meeting in group members homes. 
TABLE 7 
PROPORTIONS OF 1rlORKERS 1 THIE SPENT DOITA'::'HW DURrTG THREE 
PHASES· OF HORK m GROUP 
Group 1st Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
(Establishing} (Maintaining) (Terminating) 
Sparkettes 12:iS 9% 
' 
5% 9 ~d • ;o 
Honarchs 18%' 19%' 8% 
' 
16.5% 
The high frequency of performance of the donating 
function evident in both groups during the first phase was 
maintained by Al through the second phase but it decreased 
in Joyce's work with the •sparkettes•. During the termina-
ting phase both workers' performance of this function fell 
to less than half of that of the first phase, One interpre-
37 
tation of this difference in frequency is that donating is 
an import~~t part of establishing the relationship so both 
workers supplied cokes, cie;arettes, and food generously 
during the first phase. Donating to the ":r.!onarchs" was 
continued by Al into the second phase mainly because of the 
nature of the activities in lVhich his group participated. 
This point is elaborated on page 30 of this chapter. Joyce's 
use of the donating function not only diminished throughout 
the second and third phases but this researcher remembers 
buying candy fro~1 her group members at a sale Hhich the 
"Sparkettes" held to raise their OVID money for the t-Jeek-end 
trip to New York. It is reasonable to suppose that by the 
time termination r,vas reached, donating material goods l·ms 
no longer necessary; other more subtle l·mys of giving sup-
planted the supplying of cigarettes and cokes. 
TABLE 8 
PROPOR'l'IOlTS OF \vOR!illRS 1 TIHE SPBNT IHTERPP.ETHG DTJRING 
THREE PHASES OF ':lORK IN GROUP 
Group lst Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
(Establish:Lng) ( Hain tain ing) ( Termina ti:ng) 
----·- ---
Sparke t;te s 77b ;)d ;> 19;b' 9·'+% 
Monarchs 6;{ ,o 1% 9d ,o 4.5% 
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This function, lvhen performed in order to interpret 
the group ;vorker 1 s role o:::> to explain other social Hork 
agencies' services, Has vital if the group m.embers ·,vere to 
utilize the services of Al and Joyce during their contact, 
and then be able to avail themselves of other community 
services following the group's termination. This accounts 
in a general Hay for the concentration of this func'cion 
during the first and third phases of the relationship. To 
e"iphasize further this point a collapsed table is presen~oed. 
The entire table (Table 15) including all functions may be 
found on page 51 in the appendix. 
TABLE 9 
PROPORTIONS 0? WORKERS' DrTERPRETING FUNG'i'IOH IN TIIREE 
PHASES OF 'tlORK ':liTH GROUPS 
Group 1st Phase 
(Establishing} 
Sparkettes 31~~ 
41;s Honarchs 
2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
(Haintaining} (Terminating) 
L~9:'; 
50)~ 
100~:\ 
100;-S 
--------------------------------------------·----------
The percentages in this table Here reached by di-
viding the total of all interpreting functions for each 
Horker into the nur.:tber of interpreting functions for each 
phase. For example, Joyce performed this function a total 
of 45 times in her entire Hork with the "Sparkettes". 
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During the first phase she performed that funJtion fourteen 
times or 31 per cent of the total, 45. 
:: 
During the first phase it was necessary for both 
lvorkers to clarify their role again and again until gradually 
they overcame the distrust and gained the accepta.11Ce of 
their groups. 11lhile maintaining -;;he relationship it was not 
necessary for this function to be performed except in a very 
limited way. Joyce, in her ongoing work with fanily members, 
utilized this function to interpret her role as a group 
worker. During termination, both workers tried to help 
their group members understand available community resources 
which would continue to meet their changing need for adult 
leadership and facilities such as play areas and club rooms. 
TABLE 10 
PROPORTIOns 0':" WORKE:"lS 1 TINE SPENT FACILITA'THJG DURING THREE: 
PHASES OF WORK IN GROUP 
Group lst Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Averac;e 
(Establishing) ( NaLl'l taining) (Terminating) 
Sparkette s 8:?, 4% 6% 6.3~~ 
I-~onarchs 5% 9/o 6% ' 7 .o~,
The workers perfo~1ed the facilitating function to 
exactly the same extent during termination. It is interest-
Ll'lg to note, however, that the percentages of both workers' 
performance of this function in the first two phases were 
inversely proportional to each other. A speculation on the 
reason for this is that the "Sparkettes• were helped toward 
moving into the local settlement house early in Joyce's 
contact with them. Twelve of Al•s nineteen facilitating 
functions which occurred during the second phase of the 
relationship were in the month of September. It is reason-
able to conclude that a large part of the facilitating which 
was done by both workers in the third phase was distributed 
fairly evenly throughout the months of termination. It 
would appear that, in this phase, facilitating wns merely 
incidental to the existence of the clubs. 
TABLE 11 
PROPORTIO''S OF 1t.'ORKSRS 1 TIHE SPEET "'OR;-IULA Tr:TG DURP~G T:1:REE 
PHASES OF ~vORK IN GROUP 
Group 1st Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
(Establishing) (Haintaining) ( Termba ting) 
Sparkettes 5% 5,1 ;O 77{, 5. 7;b 
Honarchs 5% 3% 21~ 3 3"1 • i:; 
The dowmvard trend in Al 1 s performance of this func-
tion may indicate an effort on his part to move the 8 J·!on-
archs• toward greater independence from him and toward a 
greater capacity for self-help. ITo such conclusions are 
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possible in considering Joyce's performance of the fo~nu-
lating function. 
TABLE 12 
PROPORTIO>S OF ':lORKERS 1 TIHE SPENT INSTRUC'rE!G DURIHG T~-ffiEE 
PHASil:S OF \vORK IN GROUP 
Group lst Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
(E stabli shi.l'lg) (Haintaining) ( Te~nil'la ting) 
Sparkettes 6'% 1% 2% 3.47b 
Nonarchs 3% 2"' 5% A ;o 3 ol)o 
Joyce performed this function most frequently during 
the establishing phase of her relationship to the group. 
}lost of the occurrences of the instructine; function during 
the first phase were in the month of December, suge;esting 
that Joyce helped the girls prepare for the Christmas holi-
days by imparting specific skills. Otherwise, Joyce's use 
of this fQl'lction was at a minimum suggesting that more in-
formal ways of teaching were employed toward the overall 
goal of behavioral chru1ge in the direction of more socially 
acceptable patterns. Interestingly enough, in the third 
phase, every one of Al 1 s i.l'lstructing fLmctions occurred in 
December. There is no apparent reason for this. 
CHAPTER IV· 
SUN.MARY AND EVALUATION 
The central purpose of this research was toward 
clarifying the corner-group work method through an examina-
tion of the worker's role and function. The area of imme-
diate concern to this researcher was the non-interpreted, 
overt behavior of the workers in reference to their groups. 
Taking two corner-groups, the "Sparkettes" and the "Non-
archs", as a starting point, analyses were made of coded and 
recorded contacts by a group worker with these groups ac-
cording to twelve functions as defined by the Roxbury Spe-
cial Youth Program. Although dissimilar in many respects, 
these two groups represented the best available sample for 
this research. Regardless of the sample groups' differ-
ences (such as size and ethnic status), research of this 
type is worth1-rhile, if only as a pilot study for similar 
research. 
By reading the actual process records it Has pos-
sible for the vrorkers' relationship to the group to be 
broken doHn into three phases: establishing, maintaining, 
and terminating. The quantity of each Horker-function 
during the three periods of relationship was compared to 
determine whether functions change as relationship patterns 
betHeen worker and group change. By focusing on the simi-
-- ·- --·--·-
- . ·-- .. --
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larities and differences in the functions of the tHo workers, 
comparisons were made throughout the analysis. 
The reader is once again reminded of the questions 
asked in Chapter I: 
What are the functions of a corner-group worker in 
his efforts to bring about behavioral change? 
Do these functions change as the relationship pat-
terns between worker and group change? 
What differences and similarities occur between the 
functions of a male corner-group w:> rker working with a group 
of boys and a female corner-group worker working with a 
girls' group? 
The functions performed most often by both '.Wrkers 
were advising, intermediary, transporting, and donating. 
This is necessarily a result of the types of service given 
the clubs by the workers. It is rather disheartening to see 
transporting ranks so high on the list of quantitative func-
tion performance. It seems appropriate here to recall the 
anecdote of the doctor who vias asked if he became annoyed 
>-Then called on to perform those skills which any aother could 
do as well. He replied that a doctor's skill is in knowing 
Hhen ~ than usual mother's care is needed. A social 
worker, too, must perform many functions which an untrained 
person might do as well. However, it is in b1owing through 
skillful diagnosis and in handling through purposeful group 
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process, that a specialist's fw10tion is required, althoush 
it might occupy only a small part of a \Vorker' s total con-
tact Hith a group, Acting as an interJ~ediary in nany cases 
meant merely making arrangemen'cs for the use of a gym, a 
function easily performed by almost any adult, The impoP-
tant point to be remembePed is that each time Al performed 
such a function, his relationship to the boys \-laS strene;th-
ened as he demonstrated time and again his active interest 
in their club, 
It was found that the penalizin::::, directint;, media-
tin:;, and protecting functions \Vere perfo1•mer: too fevl times 
to have significance other than their lack of use which \Vas 
interpreted as being consistent with social group work 
principles and ~<Jith the needs of the group, 
The frequency of some worker functions changed as 
the relationship patterns chan[;ed, Host strikLrtg were 
the increases in Al 1 s and Joyce's performance of the trans-
porting function in the second and third phases, Hhich 1vere 
explained as being partly a result of the development of a 
feeling of trust among the group members, Also true of 
both workers Has their emphasis of interpPetine; the group 
workers' ftmction and other social agencies' roles in the 
community as reflected in the increased performance of the 
in terpre tine; function during the first and third phases, 
The donating ftmction was most evident in both vJOrkers 1 
--- ·- ... ~.:-.. ;::-.;::..-...;_==-:--=.,;:.=::::.-:::-••.. , -- --··----
performance during the first two phases. The drop off in 
the third phase was seen as a part of tho worker'' efforts 
to work toward successful termination; minimizine the do-
nating of material goods in ~' effort to move the groups 
tmvard self-help. The advising, intermediary, and facili-
tating functions vtere performed fairly consistently through-
out the work with the eroups. By ranking the top five func-
tions for each phase, a clearer picture emerges of those 
functions Hhich Here performed most frequently by each 
vtorker durin::; each pha"e: 
TABLE 13 
RAEKING 03' FIVE HOST FREQ.UE:TTLY PSR,~ORHED ?Ul!Ol'IOTS FOR EACH 
PEASE 
Rank lst Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Averase 
(Establishing) (Naintaining) (Terminating) 
--------------------
GIRLS' WORIGR 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Advising Advising 
Intermediary Transporting 
Donating Intermediary 
Facilitating Donating 
Interpreting. (Formulating 
First Intermediary 
Second Donating 
Third Advising 
Fourth Interpreting 
Fifth .(Formulating 
· ( ?acilita ting 
• (Interpreting 
BOYS' liORKER 
Transporting 
Intermediary 
Dona tine; 
Advising 
Facilitating 
Advising 
In te rpre ting 
Intermediary 
Transporting 
FormulatL'lg 
Intermediary 
Advising 
Transporting 
Interpreting 
Donating 
Advising 
Intermediary 
Transporting 
Interpreting 
Donating 
Intermediary 
Donating 
Advising 
Transporting 
Fac il ita tins 
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There were more similarities than there were differ-
ences fou.'1d betl-Jeen the male and female 1-10rker fu:~ctions. 
The only tlvo functions which Joyce :9erfo1•med more than t1vice 
the proportion of times that Al did were the advising a.'1d 
interpreting functions. The comparative total use of others 
Has generally ui thin a few percentages of each other. Where 
great differences 11ere found for the performance of func-
tions in any one phase, the explanation generally could be 
found in the activities, meeting place, or expressed needs 
of the group. Also, these differences averaged out so that, 
with the above -mentioned exceptions, the resulting totals 
of each performa.'1ce were quite similar. 
It lvould a:9pear that generally the aim of describing 
ru1d comparing the worker fllinctions of a male and a female 
corner-group worker has been achieved. There were limita-
tions, the greatest of which vias the small sample; however, 
if one remembers that this research was not carried on with 
the idea of proving or disproving hypo the sa s, the resulting 
descriptive data have value, regardless of the limited 
sample. If time and space had allowed, a statistical cor-
relation between the functions performed and the behavior 
and activities of the group would have yielded hypotheses 
concernins the role of e;roup workers ~Jith street corner 
groups. ~nis is offered as a suggestion for further study. 
It is hoped that this thesis will serve to awaken 
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further interest in studying the methods of >vorking 1>1ith 
such teen-ae;e groups, for they are truly e;roups of indivi-
duals, not •gangs~ of stereotyped malicious youngsters. 
They need the understanding skill of trained, and most im-
po1•tant, empathetic ad'.\lt leaders. 
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APPENDIX 
Supplementary Tables 
TABLE 14 
FACE SlEET C:OHPARISON OF CHA.t~ACTERISTIGS OF "HOlJARCHS41 AND 
"SPARKETTES11 
1. Age 
2. Sex 
3. Etl-h"'lic 
r,_. Class 
.---' Size of Group :::>· 
6. Badness 
7. lvorker 
a. Age 
b. Sex 
c. Ethnic 
d. Class 
e. ;Ta ture of Training 
f. Duration of Service 
g. Frequency of contact 
h. Compo tency 
Sparkettes 
(Girls) 
llJ. 
-
16 
Female 
lfui te Irish 
Catholic 
Hiddle lower 
9 
Some quite bad 
Some quite c;ood 
Joyce 
26 
Female 
l,fui te European 
JeHish 
Lower ;,1:id clle 
1-!SSS 
-
Group \vork 
30 months 
Honarchs 
(Boys) 
15 - 18 
lle[;ro Protes-
tant 
Loh'er loc·Ter to 
upper lo•-mr 
24 
Sone quite bad 
Some quite zood 
Al 
27 
Eale 
',fui te I tali an 
Gatholic 
Upper lo>mr 
H.:Gd; ES\'1 
Psvchiatric 
Social Work 
24 months 
2 - 4 times a week Almost everv 
day " 
ltlorkers rated rather closely. 
Characterized as very competent.->-
~ccordine; to Dr. ;val ter B. Eilhr, Special Youth Program, 
who rated the workers subjectively and then substa"'ltiHted 
______ hi,§ jude;IJ!e_!!._t __ by __ te!3__~~1-!}lich measu_re<!__w_o:r'~~!'_ competency. 
··----------·--------··--·-·····-· - ····-------- .... --·-·-----------·- ·-- ------------~---· ---- ,' ___ , __ -~ ... ---------· ·::··· .. -~--- -- ._ 
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TABLE 15 
PERCENTAGES OF \vORKERS' FUNCTIO:TS IN TIIHEE PIIASES OF \·lORK 
WITH GROtTP 
1st Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Total 
Function Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 
Advising 38 34 37 43 25 23 100 100 
Intermediary 42 40 37 32 21 28 100 100 
Transporting 8 6 63 72 29 22 100 100 
Functioning 31 41 20 9 49 50 100 100 
Donating 51 35 36 52.5 13 12.5 100 100 
H'acili ta ting 50 24 27 56 23 21 100 100 
Instructing 69 33 12 27 19 40 100 100 
Penalizing 50 20 5o 40 40 100 100 
Protecting 62.5 25 25 67 12.5 8 100 100 
Directing 72 12 14 41 14 47 100 100 
Eediating 72 100 14 14 100 100 
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TABLE 16 
PROPOR'riONS OF WORKERS' TIHE SPENT IN EACH OF T1f2 T';IELVE 
FUlTCTIOiTS DURIHG THREE PHASES OF \-IORK IN GROUP 
(EstabHshing, Naintaining, Terminating) 
(Percent of Totals for Each Phase) 
Function 1st Phase 2nd Phase 3rd Phase Average 
GIRLS 
Advising 32 33 33 33 
Intermediary 18 17 1L~ 16 
Transporting 2 18 12 10 
Donating 12 9 5 9 
Interpreting 7 5 19 9 
Facilitating 8 4 6 6 
Formulating 5 5 7 6 
Instructing 6 1 2 3 
Penalizing 4 5 3 
Protectine; 3 1 1 2 
Directing 3 1 1 2 
Hediating 1 1 
-
Total 100 100 100 100 
~ 
Intermediary 36 20 32 29 
Donating 18 19 8 17 
Advising 17 15 llt 15 
Tran sportine; 3 22 13 lL> 
Facilitating 5 9 6 7 
Interpreting 6 1 9 5 
Directing 1 3 7 4 
Formulating 5 3 2 3 
Instructing 3 2 5 3 
Protecting 2 4 1 3 
Penalizing 1 1 2 1 
J.:Iediating 
--1 1 1 1 
Total 100 100 100 100 
·-
•<•• 
--.-. --=.::.=-".c=~o:.....;.,== 
-- .-··-r:: 
TABLE 17 
NilliBER OF DELETQUEHT ACTS PER INDIVIDUAL IN EACH GROUP 
THROUGHOUT WORKERS t CONTACTS WITH GROUPS* 
1st 2nd 3rd ~-th Total Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter 
Sparkettes 1.83 .25 .;;o • 75 3.3 
Honarchs 1.06 1.00 
__dJ. .29 2.6 
Total 2.89 1.25 • 73 1.04 
~These data were collected by Dr. Walter B. Hiller of the 
Special Youth Program in connection with his research pro-
ject. He divided the group contact into equal quarters 
using length of time as his criteria. Though this is in-
consistent with the three phases used in this thesis, the 
above information serves to demonstrate the delinquent 
trends in the two groups. 
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